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											Immigration1 second ago
										

										BREAKING: Supreme Court rules TX can enforce law authorizing police to arrest illegal immigrants

										The Supreme Court’s six conservative justices dismissed the Biden administration’s emergency appeal, which will allow the Texas law to remain...
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														Obama appointed federal judge rules illegal immigrants’ gun rights protected by Constitution

													

												

											

																			

									
																	
									
																					
												
													



													



																									

												
													
														
															Elections6 hours ago
														

														Report: Google has ‘interfered’ in U.S. elections ‘dozens of times since 2008’

													

												

											

																			

									
																	
									
																					
												
													



													



																									

												
													
														
															Elections1 day ago
														

														Report: Beijing’s military hacked U.S. nuclear firm before Hunter Biden aided Chinese bid to acquire it
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											COVID-191 day ago
										

										Former Harvard medical professor says he was fired for opposing Covid lockdowns and vaccine mandates

										“My hope is that someday, Harvard will find its way back to academic freedom and independence.” That is the heartfelt...
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														FL authorities seize boat carrying Haitian illegals, guns and drugs; on high alert after mass prison break
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														Judicial Watch: ‘These striking records show that CIA resources were deployed in reaction to the January 6 disturbance’
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														Female swimmers suing NCAA over males competing, demand monetary compensation and return of trophies
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												Biden’s budget would give hundreds of millions to train and promote DEI in schools and prioritize teachers of color over white teachers
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												Sara Carter visits Netanyahu in Israel: ‘BIBI figures out Biden’s Come to Jesus Moment’
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												Attorneys for Boeing whistleblower found dead demand investigation into ‘mysterious’ suicide
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												Biden Admin Weakens Israel’s War in Gaza, Favors Overthrow of Bibi’s Government
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														Immigration1 day ago
													

																											FL authorities seize boat carrying Haitian illegals, guns and drugs; on high alert after mass prison break

																										Florida’s Republican Governor Ron DeSantis announced Friday that authorities have seized a vessel off the coast that was carrying Haitian...
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												Supreme Court buys time, extends freeze on Texas Immigration law through Monday
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												FBI Director warns of border smuggling network ties to ISIS
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															Biden apologizes for calling illegal alien who killed Laken Riley an ‘illegal’
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															CBP admits ‘operational vulnerabilities’ resulted from flights for hundreds of thousands of foreigners to U.S.
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															Former Border Patrol Chief said he ‘never had one conversation’ with Biden or Harris
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														China4 days ago
													

																											Obama former AG lobbying Pentagon on behalf of a Communist Chinese drone company

																										President Barack Obama’s former U.S. Attorney General, Loretta Lynch, has reportedly been lobbying to the United States Pentagon on behalf...
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																Elections1 week ago
															

															Vindication for Trump: new evidence undercut two sensational claims Dems made in Jan. 6 investigation
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															Snickers responds to Biden’s false SOTU snub, bashing high inflation and ‘spikes in cost’
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															Previously hidden January 6 transcript undermines committee false claim on Trump ordering 10,000 troops
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																																			Economy4 days ago
																																	

																Home foreclosures soaring nationwide

																A new report published by real estate data provider ATTOM found that there were 32,938 properties in February with foreclosure filings, which includes default notices, scheduled...

															

														

													

																								
											
	
												
																									
														
															



															



																													

														
															
																
																																			education5 days ago
																																	

																Female swimmers suing NCAA over males competing, demand monetary compensation and return of trophies

																Breaking Thursday, a group of female athletes sued the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) for permitting male intrusion into their sex-specific sports and private spaces. Independent Council...
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																West Point Drops ‘Duty, Honor, Country’ From Mission Statement

																The U.S. Military Academy is sparking controversy after it has decided to no longer use the motto “Duty, Honor, Country” in its mission statement. According to West...
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